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Underneath the Formal Economy

Why Are Russian Enterprises Not Restructuring?
by Clifford Gaddy and Barry W. Ickes

What, if any, special rules prevail in Russia's economy? Why did a series of reform attempts fail to generate the
desired effects? One plausible explanation is provided by the following article, which digs below the formal eco-
nomic surface to analyze the seemingly strange behavior pattem of privatized Russian enterprises-participants in
a "virtual economy."A though Russia formally has cent of its 1990 level. Although some

privatized most of its industrial decline in the investment-GDP ratio was W hat's Inside
sector, the pace of economic re- a necessary response to the excessive

structuring is still grossly inadequate to rates of the Soviet period, this seems to Russia's Virtual Economy 6
ensure stable economic growth. Various be an overcorrection. This is evident in Ruble Collapse 7
pieces of evidence reinforce this picture: the aging of the capital stock. In 1980

the average age of plants and equipment Russia Needs Customs Reform 9
* Last year, Russia's industrial enter- in Russia was 9.5 years; in 1995 it was Interview with World Bank
prises produced more output and em- 14.1 years. Director Basil Kavalsky 10
ployed more workers than in 1996. At the 0 Aggregate real profits in industry were
same time, they were losing money at a down by 5 percent in 1997. The share of Snapshots from Four Economies 11
faster pace than ever before. manufacturing enterprises that show no World Bank/IMF Agenda 15
* Russian enterprises still employ far profit at all is approaching 50 percent,
more workers than warranted by their up from less than 27 percent in 1995. Pension Reform Roundup 16
level of output. While officially measured 0 Enterprises continue to trade with one Interview with Leading Chinese
GDP has fallen by more than 40 percent another without the use of money-ei- Economist 20
during the 1990s, employment has fallen ther by not paying each other at all or by Assessing Transition Risks 24
only about 25 percent. Large and me- using nonmonetary means, such as bar-
dium-size industrial enterprises hired 6.6 ter or promissory notes, called vecksels. Letters to the Editor 25
million new workers in the first nine (These are notes, issued by commer-
months of 1997. As a percentage of pay- cial banks, governments, and enter- ConferenceDiary 28
roll this was a higher rate than for the prises, that serve as an alternative Milestones of Transition 30
same period in 1996. medium of exchange.) Estimates of the New Books and Working Papers 34
* Investment continued to decline last share of sales made in the form of barter

Bibiliography of Selected Articles 39year, bringing the volume of capital in- or other nonmonetary forms run as high Announcement to Our Readers' 40
vestment for 1997 to less than 24 per- as 70 percent. Announcement_to_Our_Readers!_4
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Why do enterprises hoard labor? An im- What explains the failure of Russian kind-occur outside the formal monetary
portant explanation is paternalism. In a enterprises to restructure? One popular system and consequently are much less
survey conducted by the Russian Eco- argument is that Russian management observable, contrary to "hard goods" that
nomic Barometer, 60 percent of enter- is inadequate. We support an alterna- are produced and sold through monetary
prises reported surplus labor in 1995-96. tive explanation: managers are rational transactions, (for cash) in the formal
Fully 71 percent of those enterprises and the environment induces them to economy.
explained that they kept unneeded work- postpone or avoid restructuring.
ers out of a sense of social responsibil- A 1997 survey of 350 Russian enterprises
ity. Expectation of growth in demand and Life below the Surface found that an average 42 percent of their
high redundancy costs were cited as total sales was carried out in barter. (Ac-
secondary reasons. And what about the Studying the Russian economy today is cording to a recent government study,
profit motive?Privatizationwassupposed similar to examining an iceberg. What 210 of the largest corporate tax delin-
to create owners who would seek prof- lies above the surface are the formal quents-employing 23 percent of the
its. Only 31 percent of enterprise direc- activities of enterprises. These activities industrial labor force-conducted 73 per-
tors mentioned profit as one of their top are reflected in official statistics and re- cent of their transactions in noncash
two goals in 1994; in 1995 the share had sult in the cash payment of taxes. But form.) The growth in barter and other
declined to 27 percent, in 1996 to 21 below the surface Russian enterprises nonmonetary means of payment has led
percent, and in the fourth quarter of 1996, engage in informal activities, as a means to a new demonetization of the Russian
the percentage had dropped to 12 per- of survival and as a response to the struc- economy. Initially, barter was seen as a
cent! (By comparison, in fourth quarter ture of taxation and the weak system of natural response by some enterprises
1996, 27 percent cited maintaining or in- corporate governance. Informal activities to the high inflation that prevailed in Rus-
creasing employment as top priority, 59 involve nonmonetary transactions; the sia after prices were liberalized. But the
percent mentioned maintaining or in- "soft goods" are sold against promissory use of barter has increased despite fi-
creasing output, and 65 percent listed notes such as vecksels, or exchanged nancial stabilization. This could be ex-
maintaining or improving the financial forothergoodsorservices(barter).These plained by the shortage of liquidity, as
situation of the enterprise). transactions-including taxes paid in high real interest rates made it hard for

Tutayev's Business Strategy
The Tutayev Engine Plant is typical of many enterprises in sume that the answer would be yes. But the problem with
Russia's heavy industrial sector. The plant, located in a town cash sales, he explains, is that "customers pay only 50-60
of 45,000 (Tutayev, in Yaroslavl oblast), employed 12,000 percent of our official sales price; nonetheless, it does allow
people during the 1980s. It is now a private company, al- the plant to obtain at least a minimum of cash." Naturally,
though the state still holds a substantial minority stake. This Tutayev has problems making payments to workers. In 1996
plant was the major Soviet-era producer of diesel V-8 engines they only managed to pay 61 percent of their wage bill. That
for tractor-trailertrucks, dump trucks, earth-moving equipment, included 36 percent paid in cash, with the rest paid in the
and farm tractors. Reform has led to a near total collapse of form of foodstuffs, food coupons, and the like. (In January
production. The plant has the capacity to produce about 18,000 1997 the situation was even worse: only 34 percent of wages
diesel engines annually, but in 1996 production was 401 en- were paid at all.)
gines, that is, capacity utilization was only about 2.2 per-
cent. Since 1990 the plant's sales are down roughly 80 percent Tutayev Engine Plant Sales, by Type of Payment, 1996
but employment is down only 17 percent, reflecting the labor (pe )
hoarding typical of Russian enterprises. What is most inter- Share of Share Share
esting about Tutayev is the structure of payments for its prod- Product total paid by paid in

Product ~~~~sales offsets cash
ucts. In 1996, 92 percent of sales were paid for in offsets, and
for several categories of production this figure was 100 per- Components for plant 35 100 0
cent. The plant is relying on offsets to pay its taxes and to Spare parts for diesel engines 29 80 20Diesel engines 7 70 30
purchase inputs. Other products (heat, water, etc.) 29 100 0

Total 100 92* 7*

Would the director prefer to sell more for cash? Given that Source: The authors.
only 7 percent of sales are paid for in cash, one might as- * Average (percent).
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enterprises to borrow. The impetus to ing for their purchases. Local governments Sverdlovsk. At the local and regional lev-
barter, however, often comes from the more frequently use offsets in exchange els, barter and offsets are even more
seller. This suggests other motivations for services provided by enterprises. widespread.
for the widespread use of barter, includ- These cloud the division of revenues be-
ing its usefulness in beating Russia's tween local and federal governments and Tax offsets fundamentally change the set
onerous tax system. may be a convenient method for local gov- of choices available to Russian enter-

ernments to capture a larger share. Tax prise directors. By allowing enterprises
If an enterprise is delinquent in its tax offsets allow enterprises to play off one to pay taxes in "soft goods" (that is, out-
obligations, its money-if it flows through level of government against another. (They put for which there is no effective de-
the banking system-can be seized can also facilitate the barter process. A mand), tax offsets provide an incentive
immediately by the State Tax Service. hospital director in Kostroma suffered from to avoid restructuring. For many enter-
This motivates enterprises in arrears to a shortage of linens. Her response was prises it is easier to produce soft goods
avoid using money, as the effective tax to call a local textile producer and inquire than to restructure and earn additional
rate on their revenue is 100 percent. The about its tax situation. The textile firm, of cash income to pay taxes in cash. Soft
use of barter also allows enterprises to course, had outstanding local tax liabili- goods production allows for use of idle
record the value of transactions in ways ties, so the hospital director arranged to capital and labor and offers an additional
that reduce overall tax incidence. By in- have these offset, in exchange for the explanation for labor hoarding.
flating their production costs, profitable delivery of linens to the hospital.)
enterprises can reduce their tax pay- Whether or not an enterprise chooses
ments. Payment of taxes in kind affords great to restructure depends on the fundamen-

flexibility to managers, who can pay tal opportunities it faces. We can as-
Barter is quite costly-especially multi- taxes with in-kind services and tax off- sume that the enterprise's initial
lateral barter that requires the creation of sets. In-kind services are important for conditions consist of the physical and
chains of exchanges. One means of re- local taxes, tax offsets for federal taxes human capital stock it possesses, on
ducing costs is through the use of (in lieu of payments from the govern- the one hand, and its stock of relational
vecksels which has become widespread: ment). The following table gives some capital, on the other. Relational capital
by some estimates the outstanding stock idea of the extensive use of offsets: is goodwill that can be translated into
of these promissory notes is roughly two- special favors (exemptions from regula-
thirds of the ruble supply, calculating cash Federal Tax Collection, 1995-97 tions; condoning of informal economic
and bank deposits (M2). Enterprise (trillions of 1997 rubles) activity, such as barter, etc.).
vecksels are issued by large established Tax collection 1995 1996 1997
firms (for example, Gazprom, or the elec- Some enterprises (directors) have better
tricity utility, UES), are circulated among total taxes due 366.0 333.6 333.6 relations with local and federal officials
chains of enterprises that owe goods to Taxes collected than do other enterprises. Interenterprise
the issuer, and eventually are redeemed in cash 189.9 184.9 134.7 relations (or relational between directors)
by customers of the issuer. They are par- Taxes collected will also vary. They require investment, of
ticularly useful in relieving the problem of in noncash form 59.5 59.6 59.0 one type or another-such as bribes, both

mutual nonpayment. An enterprise with Taxes not collected of money and in kind, and "bartering" fa-
a blocked account can make and accept in any form 116.6 89.0 104.0 vors. Just as enterprises invest to aug-
payments and avoid taxation because Source: The authors. ment their physical capital stock, so can
vecksels circulate outside the banking they invest to build relational capital. An
system. In 1997 less than 60 percent of all fed- enterprise can, for example, perform ser-

eral taxes collected were paid in cash; vices for the local government, thus en-
Soft Goods Preferred the rest were in the form of offsets. In 12 hancing its relationships with local

of Russia's 89 regions, cash accounted officials. This will increase its capacity to
Russian governments at all levels are in- for less than 40 percent of federal tax conduct informal activities in the future.
creasingly willing to offset enterprises'tax payments. These regions are home to Augmenting relational capital is costly,
obligations against goods or services (tax some of the country's biggest taxpay- however.
offsets) delivered to the government. At ers, including some of its largest and
the federal level the government cancels most paternalistic enterprises, based in These factors govern the possibilities for
tax arrears or taxes due instead of pay- Kemerovo, Nizhny Novgorod, Perm, and producing marketable products through
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restructuring,orfortryingtosurvivewith- your inputs, especially fuels, electricity plant. An enterprise that has a large
out restructuring. and so on. It is best if you have some stock of social assets. If the plant has

products that utilities need. Then they its own housing and schools, it is in the
Igor's Way of Profit Maximization will pay you in vecksels that you can best position to provide services to these

redeem for the inputs. "customers" in lieu of local taxes. In ef-
Igor, manager in a big Russian plant, of- 0 Have the capability to provide munici- fect it operates in a seller's market in
fers four principles for successful man- pal services so that you can offset local supplying these services. Enterprises
agement planning in the current Russian taxes. An ideal method is to have a con- that follow Igor's rules could produce
environment: struction division that can fix schools. more but they do not. They could restruc-
* Sell some percentage of your output ture, but they do not. Why?
to the federal government, ideally at Igor's final injunction: Whatever you do,
about the level of your estimated federal don't make a profit-the government will Formal profits are costly for enterprise
taxes. You know you will not be paid for take it all in taxes. Of course, what Igor directors under current circumstances,
these sales, but you use them to offset really means is do not make a profit that entailing risks that directors seek to
taxes. can be observed. avoid: they attract the attention of tax
* Export something to a paying, hard authorities, of criminal organizations,
currency market. You need some cash Which enterprises can best follow Igor's and also of potential investors, who
for your operations, mainly for urgently rules? Large, diversified, integrated, pa- might see a given enterprise as a po-
needed inputs. Your exports need not ternalistic enterprises that enjoy good re- tential takeover target. Formal profits
be of your major product. lations with both federal and local also make it harder to delay paying
* Set up barter operations for the rest of authorities. For example, a defense wages to workers.

Virtual Statistics from a Virtual Economy

In December 1997 the Inter-Agency Balance-Sheet Com- economy appeared to have a large manufacturing sector that
mission of the Russian government reported: "An economy produced value; in fact, manufacturing destroyed value, but
is emerging where prices are charged which no one pays in this was masked by arbitrary pricing. The roots of the virtual
cash; where no one pays anything on time; where huge economy lie in the maintenance of this pretense.
mutual debts are created that also can't be paid off in rea-
sonable periods of time; where wages are declared and not
paid. This creates illusory, or virtual earnings, which in turn This system has significant negative consequences on en-
lead to unpaid, or virtual fiscal obligations, with business terprise restructuring (see main article), GDP, and output.
conducted at non-market, or virtual prices." Output in the virtual economy is overpriced by a factor of two

or three, even up to five times. Russia's GDP is inflated.
What has emerged in Russia is something that arguably Russia's economy is probably even smaller than official fig-
qualifies as a new type of economic system with its own ures suggest (not bigger, as many people say).
rules of behavior and criteria for success and failure. Russia's
virtual economy is based on illusion, or pretense, about al- Its year-to-year growth is also exaggerated. When value-
most every important parameter of the economy: prices, subtractors increase their output, it is bad news, not good,
sales, wages, taxes, and budgets. At its heart is the ulti- even though in the virtual economy it shows up as increased
mate pretense that the Russian economy is larger than it GDP. According to fiscal statistics Russia's GDP grew by
really is. This pretense allows for larger government, and
larger expenditures, than Russia can afford. It is the cause 0.8 percent in 1997. The extra value added it reports is al-
of the web of nonpayment and fiscal crisis from which Rus- most surely "virtual," not real.
sia cannot seem to emerge.

From Clifford Gaddy and Barry Ickes's recent paper, "Beyond

Industry in the Soviet economy was subsidized by under- the Bailout: The Roots of Russia's Economic Crisis," Web
priced raw materials and insufficient charges for capital. The site: http://wwwbrookings.org/fp/w-papers/gaddy/gaddickl.htm
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Formal goods are typically high-effort
products, especially when directed to On the Web: Publications ___
export markets. They require marketing
and, often, new suppliers. Hard goods of the William Davidson Institute
sold for cash yield monetary tax liabili-
ties as well as income that must be paid
to shareholders and other stakeholders. The William Davidson Institute is pleased to announce that its working papers
Soft goods are exempt from these de- by top scholars in the field of transition and emerging economics are now posted
mands. on the Worldwide Web, at the Web site of University of Michigan Kresge Li-

brary: http://lib. bus. umich.edu/. Clicking the "Working Papers" icon will provide
Traditional customers are likely to be access to the Davidson Institute's papers, which are generally posted within
illiquid, so selling hard goods requires three to four weeks of receipt. Copies of the working papers are also available
attracting new customers, which in turn by contacting Sharon Nakpairat, Research Manager, 701 Tappan Street, 9th
may require producing a better product. Floor, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1234, United States, tel. 313-763-5020, fax
On the plus side, high-effort goods are 313-763-5850, Email: sharonch@umich.edu; or davidson.institute@um.
easier to translate into cash, which may cc.umich.edu; Internet: http://www.wdi.bus.umich.edu. Following, is a list of
be needed to procure important inputs. some of the Institute's recent working papers dealing with restructuring issues.
Soft goods are typically the enterprise's
traditional products, so less restructur- Hartmut Lehmann, Jonathan improvements in their management in-
ing is required to produce and sell them. Wadsworth, and Alessandro Acquisiti, formation systems. Human resource
Soft goods do, however, require invest- Grime and Punishment: Employ- policies involved better compensation
ment in search of barterable goods. En- ment, Wages and Wage Arrears in systems and an emphasis on educa-
terprise bartering relies heavily on the Russian Federation, Working tion and training for managers and
historical relations, with firms produc- Paper 103, October 1997, 52 p. workers. On the other hand, shedding
ing low-effort goods as long as there is of redundant labor and investment in
a market for them. But there is a tradeoff: Richard E. Ericson, Restructuring In- new technologies or equipment were
to continue to produce low-effort goods, vestment in Transition: A Model of considered less important.
an enterprise must maintain good rela- the Enterprise Decision, Working
tions with government. Obviously the Paper 129, January 1998, 34 p. Susan J. Linz, Ownership and Em-
firm chooses to produce a mix of soft ployment in Russian Industry: 1992-
and hard goods. John P. Bonin and Istvan Abel, Will 1995, Working Paper 138, March

Restructuring Hungarian Companies 1998, 16 p.
Russia appears to be generating a dual Innovate? An Investigation Based
economy.Alongside a modernizing private on Joseph Berliner's Analysis of In- Wendy Carlin and Michael
sector, a paternalistic, unrestructured in- novation in Soviet Industry, Work- Landesmann, From Theory into
dustrial sector continues to hang on, and ing Paper 131, March 1998, 31 p. Practice? Restructuring and Dyna-
even to regenerate. mism in Transition Economies,

Josef C. Brada, Management 101: Working Paper 155, June 1997, 105 p.
Clifford Gaddy is at the Brookings In- Behavior of Firms in Transition Karen L. Newman, Leading Radical
stitution, Washington, D.C. 20433, Economies, Working Paper 133, Change in Transition Economies,
cgaddy@brook.edu. Barry W. Ickes March 1998, 26 p. Working Paper 156, June 1998, 40 p.
is a professor in the Department of
Economics, Pennsylvania State Uni- Successful firms in the Czech Repub- Hartmut Lehmann, John O'Flaherty,
versity, University Park, PA 16802, lic, Hungary, and Poland made signifi- and Patrick P. Walsh, Structural Ad-
bwickes@psu.edu. Their paper To cant improvements in their marketing justment and Regional Long Term
Restructure or Not To Restructure: organization and expenditures to Unemployment in Poland, Working
Informal Activities and Enterprise make up for the collapse of the state Paper 158, June 1997, 25 p.
Behavior in Transition, was pub- distribution network. They also placed Annette N. Brown and J. David Brown,
lished in 1998 as a William Davidson tremendous emphasis on quality con- Does Market Structure Matter? New
Institute Working Paper (no. 134). [To trol, and undertook major internal re- Evidence from Russia, Working Pa-
obtain a copy see details in box.] organizations, often supported by per 159, June 1998, 31 p.
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The Virtual Economy-A Closer Look
by Edwin G. DolanI n the early days of reform in Russia, adder (in this case, Gazprom) reduces to meet a pressing cash constraint.

many Western advisers (myself in its tax liability. 0 The virtual sector does not restruc-
cluded) took the view that the form of ture: firms don't shed labor, they don't

privatization-vouchers, buyouts, give- Clearly, the whole idea of the virtual invest, they don't change their Soviet-
aways, whatever-was a secondary is- economy needs a closer look. Let's ex- era product lines.
sue. Whether state property ended up amine the concept from three perspec- 0 There is little investment in the virtual
in the hands of party bureaucrats, work- tives: characteristics of the virtual sector, sector.
ers, Red Directors, or simple thieves, it factors that encourage firms to operate * The virtual sector is dominated by priva-
was argued, the new owners would be in the virtual sector, and factors that fa- tized firms and not entrepreneurial start-
motivated to maximize the value of their cilitate operations in the virtual sector. up firms. Although the latter may often
property. If they were not competent to Doing so may help formulate some ideas participate in barter, they are not part of
do so themselves, they would, to serve about what, if anything, can be done to the virtual economy. They invest, mini-
their own self-interest, realize the value redirect Russian policy toward true mar- mize costs, and otherwise behave like
of their loot in a lump sum by selling out ket reform. market entities.
to someone who would undertake the * Virtual sector firms are managed by
needed restructuring. As it turns out, the Characteristics of the Virtual Economy Red Directors rather than the new man-
failure of privatization to bring about more versus the Real Economy ager/entrepreneur class. Gaddy and
rapid restructuring is, together with pro- Ickes tend to downplay low managerial
found mismanagement of monetary and * Barter versus money. skills or ideological factors as causes of
fiscal policy, a principal reason that Rus- 0 Value-subtracting versus value-adding the virtual economy, and to place greater
sian reform has stalled out. activities. Much activity in the virtual weight on rational response to con-

economy produces goods that have a straints. This is good economics, but it
Clifford Gaddy of the Brookings Institu- market value less than the market value probably shouldn't be taken too far. The
tion and Barry Ickes of Penn State Uni- of their inputs. (The distinction between attitudes and skills sets of the Red Di-
versity have made a major contribution value-subtracting and value-adding activi- rectors are probably of real importance.
to this discussion with their writings on ties can, however, be a matter of per- 0 Virtual property rights of directors dif-
the "virtual economy." Their main thesis spective. For example, a firmn with large fer from nominal property rights. It is im-
is that much of Russia's economy is en- sunk costs may add to GDP by produc- plicit in Gaddy and Ickes that the
gaged in value-subtracting activities (pro- ing a product worth less than long-run managers of virtual sector firms can and
duction of "soft goods") rather than total costs-including replacement of doactindependentlyofthenominalown-
value-adding activities (production of capital-until its capital is fully depreci- ers of those firms. Despite possible ideo-
"hard goods") and that Western aid pro- ated. Also, an activity or product may logical or paternalistic inclinations, they
viders often mistakenly encourage growth be value-adding at one interest rate and are basically out to maximize their per-
of the virtual economy. Gaddy and Ickes value-subtracting at another. Put another sonal wealth. Financial theorists call this
emphasize that firms prefer to produce way: Does putting a lock on a refrigera- an "agency problem." There is a huge
soft goods because these can be bar- tor add value? It does if you live in a com- disconnect between maximization of the
tered in the virtual sector even though munal apartment.) manager's wealth and maximization of
they cannot be sold profitably in the 0 Soft versus hard goods. If we define shareholders' net present value (let alone
market sector. Given the lower transpar- soft goods as those produced by value- the firm's net contribution to GDP).
ency and the greater ease of tax eva- subtracting activity, it highlights the fact
sion associated with barter transactions, that the line dividing the barter sectorfrom Why Would Firms Prefer to Operate
the managers can skim off more for their the market sector is not always the same in the Virtual Economy?
personal accounts than they can by as that dividing the value-subtracting sec-
making and selling hard goods. They can tor from the value-adding sector. Market- 0 The effective tax rate is lower for barter
also enter into mutually beneficial barter oriented firms can, and often do, barter transactions. Barter transactions are in-
transactions with value adders like their outputs. At the same time, soft herently nontransparent and hard to audit.
Gazprom in which the virtual sector ob- goods can often be sold for cash. It may 0 Low transparency of barter transac-
tains an in-kind subsidy while the value- be worth selling soft goods everi at a loss tions facilitates skimming.

* TRANSITION, August 1998 (© 1998 The WNVorld Bank



* Restructuring may not be an option 0 Cut taxes. Russian taxes are too high, privatization, especially the vision of cre-
for the "inherently nonviable" firms. High not too low. They drive people into the ating dispersed ownership with vouch-
interest rates (high opportunity cost of virtual economy. ers, mutual funds, and worker-
capital) prevent even the "potentially vi- * Cut interest rates. shareholders.
able" firms from getting needed capital 0 Devalue the ruble. This would help * Improve bankruptcy procedures. Too
and restructuring. Directors also might achieve a lower interest rate and shift often the creditor is an unwilling partici-
be deterred from bringing in new capital the frontier between the virtual and mar- pant in the system, with little legal re-
as it might entail a loss of control, re- ket sectors, improving domestic pro- course.
quire greater transparency, and reduce ducers' chances of competinge with
opportunities to skim-in short, it could imports. The author is president of the American
involve the loss of valuable "virtual prop- 0 Improve corporate governance. For- Institute of Business and Economics,
erty rights." eign advisers were naive regarding Moscow, and head of its MBA program.
* Red Directors have good relational capi-
tal but weak market skills. Take a po- T S t Ru l
tentially viable firm, put a Red Director Xhe Summ er the Ruble
in charge, and he may be quite able to
get rich by operating in the virtual sec- Collapsed-Default by Default
tor. Put a Wharton MBA in charge of the
same firm, and she may be able to get he long, protracted ruble crisis Duma wants to bring down the govern-
richer by restructuring and joining the took a sudden turn on August 17: ment. [Shortly before this newsletter
market sector. the government threw in the towel, went to press, President Yeltsin fired the
* There is a paternalistic streak in many stopped propping up the ruble with the entire government and appointed Victor
Red Directors, who see it as their duty central bank's depleted foreign exchange Chernomyrdin as prime minister.]
to provide jobs to as many workers as reserves, and let the exchange rate sink
possible, even if the jobs are of poor until it was de facto devalued by 35 per- For a while it looked as if the $22.6 bil-
quality. cent. The government has suspended lion international rescue package-put

foreign debt payments by banks and en- together by the IMF, the World Bank,
Institutional Sectors Facilitating Op- terprises (but not by the state) for three and Japan in mid-July-would bring re-
orations in the Virtual Sector months and has decided to restructure lief to the Russian government, which

the $40 billion domestic bond market, had to face declines in the price of oil
These conditions include: converting short-term Treasury bills and gas, Russia's main exports; con-
* Weak corporate governance. Owners (GKOs) to 3-5 year debts. In an effort to front contagious effects from turmoil in
do not control managers in firms with pump some liquidity into the paralyzed the Asian markets; and meet escalating
worker-shareholders, government owner- banking system, the central bank has domestic resistance to expanded tax
ship stakes, or minority stakes of out- decided to help the 12 biggest and po- collection and controlled government
side investors, both domestic and litically best connected banks. But many spending. But the psychological effect
foreign. (Stories of minority sharehold- of the 1,900 mostly small and inactive of the bailout fizzled, and bond and stock
ers victimized by dilution scams, trans- banks may be forced to shut down, as prices continued their downward trajec-
fer pricing, and the like are a staple of the gap between their ruble assets and tory. (Between March and August the
the Russian business press.) dollar liabilities has widened. Moscow stock exchange, which was the
* Weak court/bankruptcy system. Credi- world's best-performing market in 1997,
tors have no leverage over managers. The government is trying to expand its lost more than 80 percent of its value.)
* Subsidies available from value-adders, political base but the opposition and the
Local governments may also provide trade unions do not seem ready for com- The financial sector was on the verge of
subsidies, out of corrupt or employment- promise: organized labor is calling for collapse. Even Russia's big banks are
maximizing considerations. inflationary indexation of wage arrears struggling with solvency problems. Inter-
* Government accepts taxes in kind. that have reached $11 billion (the value est rates on Treasury bills have climbed

of unpaid wages increased another 6 per- from about 20 percent in March to over
What Can Be Done about The Vir- cent in July) and is preparing for nation- 150 percent by mid-August. The govern-
tual Economy? wide work stoppages in the fall, while ment has been unable to finance its debts

the Communistled opposition in the with such an exorbitant interest rate. A
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